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Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted to 
him by radio. 

On 1/19/65, transmissions were intercepted by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies but no messages 
were transmitted. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

i ~ Mr. Conrad 

L - Mr. Downing 
‘i -Mr. Newpher 
Τ - Mr. Paddock 

i 
: and 
ΘΒ JAN 29 1969 

2~-Mr. Sullivan (Attention: J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
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Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE ELT 
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TO Mr. W, C, Sulliv DATE: January 21, 1965 — Rosen 
Tavel 

i =~ Mr. Belmont ae Room 
FROM Mr. F, Ja Baumgardner /fy-—~ L - Mr, Sullivan Holmes 

an 1 ~ Mr, Baumgardne? o 
om 1 =- Mr, Putnam 

SUBJECTSOLO .2 
NAL SECURITY -- COMMUNIST fe 

"ἢ 

You will recall that in late October, 1964, a Communist 
Party, USA (CPUSA) , delegation traveled to Moscow, Russia, to 
participate in the celebration of the 47th anniversary of the 
Bolshevik Revolution, The delegation was _composed of Party 
fu their wives, such as P i. 
an William L, Patterson, — 
James Tormey and James West. While on Solo Mission - aaa 
received the following information from the Soviets concerning this 
CPUSA delegation: 

Each delegate and his wife received medical and hospital 
treatment where necessary, warm winter clothing, spending money, 
goid watches and numerous other gifts from the Soviets. Yet 
additional demands by some of these individuals irritated the 
Soviets. For example: 

Burt and 
Both were hospitalized while in the Soviet Union. με 

Soviet doctors considered neurological treatment for 570 
since they feel he is a definite mental case, 

demanded that the Soviets provide them with an 
- trip to all the countries of Europe on their 

way honefrom Moscow. This demand really upset the soviets. fj 

William L. Patterson Ν 
Patterson spent approximately four weeks in a hospital 

receiving medical treatment. He also visited Leningrad 
where he has a daughter who was born as a result of a prior 
marriage contracted in the Soviet Union approximately 30 
years ‘ago, After his return from Leningrad he really .:: 
annoyed the Soviets by demanding a larger apartment for 
this daughter, 

) — "ΜΝ problem ‘to the Soviets since δ 
they Came with The idea of getting all th ὌΠ 
nothing, Both spent time in a hospital. - } 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
Re: SOLO 

100-428091 

has an allergy problem. She has consulted numerous 
specialists in the United States to no avail, While 
Visiting Soviet clinics she made life so miserabie 
for the doctors that they agreed to hospitalize her 
knowing nothing could be don And 1 insure that Ig 
she would get all she could, had exten Ib7C 
Sive dental work done although it was done with Russian 
stainless steel fillings. 

Every member of the delegation requested and received 
permission and finances to travel to at least one of the Soviet- 
bloc countries on the way home. 

ACTION: 

For information. No dissemination of this information 
is contemplated at this time in order to adequately protect the 
security of the Solo operation. In the event the information is 
received from other sources, appropriate dissemination will be 
made, 

Ζ- i yy 
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“AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

VATE CE-EP-ZOLE 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
δ ὠὰ “ - 

ib [ο 

" 1 - Liaison 

Date: January 22, 1965 i - Er. Shaw 

To: Director a - 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research ig 

| Department of State ‘\ 4 ,.ὁ | 

~ ‘ lnk gt be ™ 
| Fron: John Edgar Hoover, Director Al! ee 

Gale ———$ hi s time is 
Sulliven____.war in West GeEMBDY « 
Tavs] 

. Trotter 

' Tele. Reon —WGS ye 

"- cao AV) Ὧι “ae a unit L_] 

Subject: FOREIGN POLITICAL MATTERS ~ GERMAN DENOCEATIC HEPUDLIC 

There te attached for your information a copy of a 
memorandum dated danusry 12, 2908, at Washington, ©. ¢., 
captioned "Discunsion by Representatives of the Leadership of 
the Socialist Unity Barty of Germany on the Matter of German 
Relations and International Affairs, December, 1964." 

Upon venoval of the claasified enclosure this Letter 
of tranenitteal beconesm unclaseified. 

Enclosure REC δ 

1 = Director BY LIAISON (knctosura) af hee 
Central Intelligence Agency Ae van 

OU 7 je | 
Attention: Deputy Director, Plans i 7 ® JAN 26 1965 

[τῆν στο εἰ Se 

NOTE: Enclosure classified "“Zop-Geexet" because unauthorized dis- 
elosure of the information contained therein could reveal the identity 
of the source (CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and such revela- 
tion could result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. 

Ue ( CG 5824-S* while on Solo Mission 17 during 12/64 met with 
by. leaders of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany (SUPG) in East Berlin 

during which time discussions took place on matters pertaining to 
reson —— German relations and international affairs. SUPG leaders expressed Bekmont —___™* 

μος. τὸ, fear that the proposed NATO multilateral nuclear force would lead to 
DeLoach 

Cospr__ War by giving West German militarists "a finger on the trigger of a 
Caliskon —__wuclesas bomb. SUPG Leaders feel that “revengism and anticommunis ἔν 
Erne ἜΣ 8 9 deep-seated in West Germany,’ and that the SUPG's biggest task at 

Oo unmask τῶ the secret preparations for 

i “Pp be age 

Rosen οι. 

Holm 
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ἢ - 
Date: January 25, 1965 | tT Moya 
To: Director ΝΕ t= Mr, Shaw 

Bureau of Inteliigence and Research 
Depariment of State 

From: dohn Edgar Hoover, Director \ A ῇ 

Subject: VICTORIA HOLMES GARVIN nse any 
SECURITY MATTER = C | Vtg 

4 6 ry ν 

Reference in made to previous correspondence concern 
ing captioned individual. 

| A βοῦς which bag furnished reliable information in 
the past hag advised that aw of late Decenher, 1964, Victoria 
Garvin was. in Peking, China. Garvin reportedly is pro-Chiness 
and supports the position of the Commumist Party of China in 
its current ideological differences with the Communj<t varty 
ef the Soviet Union. 

1 ~ Director BY LITATSON 
Central Intelligence Agency 

Attention: Peputy Divector, Plons 

NOTE: 
Garvin is on the Security Index. She was a member of the 

CPUSA from the late 1940s to at least May, 1960, when she apparently 
broke with thé CPUSA and was considering joining the Provisional 
Organizing Committee for a Marxist-Leninist Communist Party, 2 

ὗ splinter group. She left the United States in 1961, and has worked 
int Nigeria aad Ghana as an English language teacher, Classified 
"CoD" because it contains information furnished by CG 5824-S* 

ἪΝ Ὁ if ΘΒ θα may be compromised and thusiinjure the national 
emont__defense, Information ontract ἔοι CGairt ἌΝ , captioned 
Ma ἤβοῖο, 15 πὶ C." ΠῸῸΚς .- BOF MEE 

τ 

In vr anon J 
8 Bee JA Shaft f80u CS revervee unrr [τ ὲ 

a poe 5 4 

Ὶ 
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15} 300-429004 ΝΙΝ BY LIAISON 

" ι ὧς [ ΠΝ 
Date: Jgntary 25, 1966 -Ξἰ ὃ 1 = Liaison 

Hoe | ae 1 = Mr, Schwartz 

Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Deparinent of State 

From: John Edgar Hoover, Divettor \ me 9 

Subject: ΦΌΣΕΤΟΝ POLITECAL WATTERS le” ΔὮ 
CUNY DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC | OD 

yr we 
The foliowiug information supplied by a source which 

has fuvuished reliable tuformation in the past is being brought 
to your attention og a watier of possible interest. 

Germany, i an effort to infiuence these Germang Zayorably 

Attention: Deputy Director, Pinus ! od ἊΝ : 

NOTE: 
nished by CG 5824-5* who, if“tdentified, may be compromised and thus 

Cand—___Republic, 12/18-22/64, / ~ yy Ky ¢. 
Gale nak τὰ SEES ¥ ν᾽; ; 

τις ϑαβτραβῃ | ( [pS ON, (lla τς 
Tovel () y “ 6 GBACIP 3 3 ‘i 
Tele. Room - <x Ses ᾿ ! ΕἸ κοϊμῇ ed fro automatic eee : oi! 
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aan © 

ewnsrading add. 
declassification 
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INTERNAL SECURITY -— COMMUNIST 

= ὦ 
OPTIONAL FORM: NO, 10 3010-105 

, UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

M emorandumRouUTE IN ENVELOPE 

Mr. We. ©. Sulliv pate: January 19, 1965 ~ Sullivan 

Trotter 
Tele. Room 

Holmes 

Belmont 

Sullivan 

SUBJECT: 

This is to advise that CG 5824-S*, while on his recent Soe. 
Mission in the Soviet Union, was successful in his efforts to secure for 
the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), a commitment from the Soviets for a 

! million-dollar subsidy during 1965, 

You will recall that CG 5824-S* was on Solo Mission 17 fron 
11/30/64 to 12/31/64, and that one of the primary purposes of his 
mission was to discuss the financial needs of the CPUSA during 1965, 
CPUSA General Secretary Gus Hall instructed CG 5824-S* to seek a subsidy 
from the Soviets of a million and a half dollars. 

Pursuant to Hall's instructions, CG 5824-S* while in the 
eoviet Union prepared a lengthy document itemizing the financial needs 
of the CPUSA for 1965, and requested that the Soviets grant the CPUSA 
a subsidy in the amount of $1,485,000 to cover these needs, Specifically, 
CG 5824-S* indicated that the CPUSA would need the following amounts for 
the activities listed: 

Establishment of daily PADEE seecaceocevccesese eGo, 000 

i Negro Freedom MOVEMENT cenervcasessevessvenecece 

POLICIcCal activity .cevccscecreesacoseeseseesere 
Defense ACTIVITY so ccenvosesesecsorsusesosvessves 

NeW PYAUNtiNE PLESSESsccuceecencvscesevesasesnes 
Subsidy of Party supported MALAZTLINES . scccnesave 

Propaganda ΠΝ ΝΎ 

Party nailing SOYViCSecesaasevensascessesesenes 

Support of old and sick Party comradesS...ccscoae 
For possible use of Party front.cccccssaseceuce 
Support of minority groups in USAcccceccsvevees 

250,000 
200,000 
200,000 
200 , 000 
100,000 
100,000 
50,000 
50,000 
20,000 

υ, 15.000 
" . ‘$3,485 , 00 
4 

CG 5824-S* refused to discuss the matter of a CPUSA financial 
subsidy with anyone other than a leading functionary of the Central, 
Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CCCPSU), As a reSuit 
of informant's refusal to deal with a lesser Soviet official, arrange- 
| ments were made for CG 5824-S* to confer with M. A. Suslov, a member of 

the Presidium, CCCPSU. τ, tr ae Mm 00- ‘30 Ff oH wn { ρει -- 

100-428091 “8 6 “hy 
t me Jan ΟἿ 1965 

WGS:pah oe . - Gonmitump--o¥ER 
2... Poem 

8% JAN 29-965 
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Memorandum to Mr. ἢ, C. Sullivan 
Re: SOLO ᾿ 

100-428091 

Suslov, in discussing this matter with CG 5824-8*, wanted to 
know about the possibility of a daily paper again being published by 
the CPUSA, noting that this had been mentioned as a possibility in 
previous years, and no action as yet had been taken. CG 5824-S* replied 
that the daily paper is on the CPUSA's agenda for 1965 and negotiations 
are. now being carried out with the East German Government for new presses 
which will enable the CPUSA to reach this objective. Suslov indicated 
that he considered the need for a daily paper as most urgent and expressed’ 
amazement that the CPUSA was able to function without one, even if only 
for the purpose of keeping its members informed. 

Upon conclusion of the discussion, Suslov remarked that the 
Soviets’ income has been reduced. He noted that China and Korea have 
stopped paying into the international fund which supports parties in 
nonsocialist countries, and that it was necessary for the Soviets to 
support many new and younger parties, However, Suslov promised to give 
consideration to the request of the CPUSA, 

A few days later, Suslov again met with CG 5824-S*., On this 
occasion, Suslov stated that the CCCPSU has taken into consideration 
the fact that the CPUSA is planning to rebuild its press and may hold a 
national convention in 1965 and, as a result, decided to grant the 
request for material aid. Suslov stated that the CCCPSU will give the 
CPUSA in 1965 the sum of one million dollars. 

OBSERVATIONS : 

It is noted that since 1958, the Soviets have provided the 
CPUSA with a subsidy in the amount of $2,379,991, In view of the plans 
of the Soviets to furnish the CPUSA $1,000,000 during 1965, we can 
expect and will be alert to a revitalization of all phases of CPUSA 
activities. 

ACTION: 

For information, No dissemination of this information is con- 
templated at this time since it would jeopardize the security of this 
valuable operation, 
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Date: 1/20/65 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code) ; 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL | : 
(Priority) i 

TO Weta 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) "» 

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) δ΄ Rh. 

suBsJECT3—SOLO τ) 
is -c 

Re teletype summary dated 1/2/65, and subsequent 
airtels through 1/20/65 relative to results of the 
17th Solo Mission, 

As of this date, the debriefing of CG 5824~-S* 
relative to the 17th Solo Mission has been completed and 
all information furnished by CG 5824-S* has been furnished 
to the Bureau, either in the form of letterhead memoranda 

| or in the form of informant's statements. In the event 
| the informant discovers additional information contained 

in his notes with which he returned, this information will 
be promptly furnished to the Bureau. ΒΕ 

i382 — 
lag Bureau (ΕΜ) 

1 - Chicago 

«Ὁ 

ry 

5 At) 27 1969 

Approved: Sent __ ΜΝ Ρετ 

— GRAN 
ew ivy 

ὴ pecial Agent in Charge 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

SAC, Chicago (3134-46 Sub B) 1/27/65 

A 
Po 

“~{ Director, FBI {(100-428091) 1 = Ur, Shaw 
oo 

(Oo .SOL0__- 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ Ὁ 

Reurairtel 1/19/65, enclosing copies of 2 statement 
by CG 5824-S* entitled "Discussions with Viadinir Qast name 
unknown), Representative of the Security Branch, International 
Department, Central Committee, Communist Party of the 
Soviet Unions," 

It is noted that in the past Viadimir Barkovsky has 
been the representative of the Security Branch, Central 
Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union, who has been 
responsible for the clandestine communication apparatus between 
ἦς Communist Party of the Soviet Union and the Communist Party, 

On your next regular contact with CG 5824-5*, informant 
should be asked if the Vladimix referred to in reairtel is 
identical with Viadimir Barkovsky, who should be known to 
CG 5824-5*, In the event this is ποῦ the case, CG 5824-8* 
should be requested to furnish a physical description of the i 
Viadinir referred to in reairtel. εν!ς 

WGS: pak we 
a py 

MAILED 29 

1 JAN 26 1965 
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PEULASS F COAT On AUTHOR ΤῈ DERIVED FROM: 

PLCATIO® CUuIne “ “ — 

HTE ican 2. Pop seeerT 

β Φ 

, ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
fh The Acting Attorney General January 27, 1965 

-ττοὸτ--- i “Μὸν Belmont 
Director, FBI ι ec Ὺ 1 - Mr, Sullivan 

“Sola 1 - Hr. Branigan 
L~ Mr, Wannail 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA i - Mr. Baumgardner 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS L = Mr. Shaw 
INTERNAL SECURITY — Ὁ 

My letter to you dated January 11, 1965, enclosed a 
temorandum captioned "Status of the Editorial Commission Meeting 
Scheduled to be Held in Moscow, Russia, to Prepare for a Worlde- 
Wide Meeting of Communist Parties." 

‘he enclosed ποθ θα, Guptioned as above, sets 2oxrtk 
additional information pertaining to the Editorial Commission, 
meeting. 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sources which - 
é 

have supplicd reliable information in the past, the enclosed xX 
menorandum is. classified “fop—Seeret." This information is 
being furnished to the President and other interested officials = 
of the Government, Ν᾽ ~ 

Upon removal of the classifled enclosure, this Letter to 
of transmittal becomes unclassified. Ws o 

' zx ve 

Enclosure MAILED 4, - - ΞΕ 
ΝΕ tam ΤΥ 1655 | REG- 7 

100-423091 JAR κ {1580 Hs [CO GO. 4 cn Ὁ 
COMM-FBI 

1 = The Deputy Attorney General (HiicLosure} ξ JAN 1965 

i) ἐν NOTE: — — 
/ ato Classified “Poar-Seeret" because unauthorized disclosure of 

this information could reyeal the identity of the source (CG 5824-$*) 
(; who is’ of continuing value and such revelation could result in excep- 

3 tionally grave damage to the Nation, CG 58234«8* ic referred to as 
is "sources" in order to further protect the identity of this valuable 

πῶς source. See CGairtel, 1/19/65 and memo, Baumfardner to Sullivan, 
Bel ent /26/65, both captioned “Hola, iS = Ὁ," 
Moke 

DeLoach 
Casper 

Callahan 

a ee , »; ! 
Conrad ἧς i Pane . . ° ῳ 4 b was pa yf wep-sEcReT σὴν abe τ 
ἜΘ προσ vse ον i 3." 

° 4 ΝΡ εν ’ af 

\ asOsp ce ὃ ̓ 
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le 
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JR oI ΤΟΙ ΤΤΟΝΪ ΔΙΤΉΒΕΣΙ ES DERIVED PROG: 

HET AUTOMATIC DECLASS IFICATION GCOITDE 

| DATE OF 15-S812 
- 6P SECRET 1.» Mr, Belmont 
wos Φ | 1@ ur. Detoach 

i= Hx. Branigan 
“ - ; i- Mr. Wannali 

1... Liaison 
i= ir. Baumgardner 

= 

damuary 27, 1965: 

STATOS OF THE EDITORIAL, COMMISSION LEUTTNG 
SCHEDULED TO RE BELD IN HOSCOW, RUSSIA, TO 

PREPARE FOR A WORLD-WIDE HEETTNG oF 
COSMNIST PARTIES 

Various officials of the Commmist Party of the 
Soviet Union madt the Foliowingc comments iu date Pevouber, 
1964, relative te the status of the Editorial Commigsion 
meeting ta prepare for a world-wide meeting of comiunist 
parties in i965, 

There is a "slight chante" that the Editorial 
Comaission meeting scheduled to commence on March 1, 1965, 
in Hoscow, Russix, may be tostroned. This is due to the 
yeaction of communist parties in the Latin-American countries. 
and, in particular, ta the reaction of Cuban Premier Fidel 
Castro, In this connection it wae noted that at Castre’s 
insistence a delegation xepresenting Latin-Amexican communist 
partion went toa Peking, China, during December, 1964, ln an 
unsuccessful attenpt to unify the world communist movement. 
The deleration reported its failure to the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union which, nevertheless, repeated its intention 
ΤᾺ ἰδ the meeting of the Editorial Commission on March 1, 

It is the opinion of the leadership of the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Tnton that Castro may propose that the 
Editorial. Comission meeting be postponed im order that addi~ 
tional, efforts tap be meade to placate the Communist Party of 
Ching. tn the eyent Castro mikes such a proposol, the Soviet 
leaders believe that a number of other fraternal parties will 
support Castro's proposal. Falling within this category are 
the comumist parties tu Great Britain and Itely 2s weil as those 
in the Scandinavian countries. However; the communist parties 
which would have the greatest possibility of influencing the 

Τοῖοοι.. . Holding of the Editorial Commission meeting ave the Latin- 
Selnont __—_~Amoricas parties, especially the Cuban United Party of the 
DeLoach _S$mrbalist Revolution. 
Cosper — 

[ 

Callahon — ς΄ " ! Ν᾿ 

Conrad hs ea ea Wr no ob -ι 

— ——~{00~428091 | fox 1 oat ‘a 

Sltioan 1 WES: pah wh “ . 
Tavel - αὦ pie La 

Trother 

Tele. Room 
Holmes 
Gandy 

(SEE NOTE PAGE TWO) 

a ROOM C] TELETYPE UNIT [-Ἱ : oon Sg { | - | 



STATUS. OF THE EDI'TORTAL COMMISSION MEETING 
SCHEDULED TO BE HELD IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA, TO 
PREPARE FOR A WORLD-WIDE MEETING OF 
COMMUNIST PARTIES 

The Soviet Jeadership has indicated that the main . 
ebjegctive of the Editorial Commission méeting will be to promote 
unity od Uorxist-Letiinist principles and to endeavor to find 

 gOlutions to important problems vital to the mity of the inter= 
national commmist movement. Preséit plaus cali for the first 
Sessions of the Editorial Commiasion to be devoted to the ozgan- 
ization of the manner of conducting tha meeting and to determine 
what subject matters will be discussed. Thé purpose of this 
action will be to give the fraternal parties an opportunity to 
solve their problema, that is, the problems involving inter- 
national unity within the world communist movement. 

NOTE: 
. Classified "“Fop-Seeret" because wnauthorized disclosure of 

this information could result. in exceptionally grave damage to the 
Nation. Source is CG 5824-S*, Seememorandum, Mr. Baumgardner to 
Mr, Sullivan, 1/26/65, captioned "Solo, Internal Security ~ Communist," 
Which sets forth the dissemination of this letterhead. 

ae » 



SECLAS SIFICATION AUTHUE TY DERIVED FROW: 

| Galil: ——4 796/65, both- eantioned "Solo, LS-c,* 
' Felt 

: smth ἃ 

_ Trotter 

Υ ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
4 wal oe January 27; 1965 

OS, D> ἊΝ tanSOn 
\ ‘ © 0 — i i Ὁ 

L- Mr. Belmont 
oe 1 - Hr. Sullivan 

Honorable Dean Rusk 1 - Mr. Branigan 
The Secretary of State NN b fi i - Mr. Wannail 
Washington, D. C, 7“ (ὦ 1 = Liaison 

} or fu, i ~ Hr. Baumgardner = <= 
Dear Mr. Husk: ng 1 - lr. Shaw o = 

, a 17 mn 

My Ldtter to you dated January 11, 1965, enclosed a Te 
aenbrandun captioned "Status of the Bditorial Commi saion od 2 & ‘Oo 
Schedujed to be Held in Moscow, Russia, to Prepare for a World= = Ὁ 
Wide Meeting of Conmuniat Parties." ris τ 

Ξ = 
᾿ The enclosed memorandum, captioned as above, sets fo a 

(4 additional information pertaining to the Editorial Commission 
Ay neéting, 

Because of the sensitive nature of ouy sources ad 
have supplied reliable information in the past, the enclosed 
nenorandun is classified 'fon-Seerst." This information is 
being furnished to other interestéd officiais of the Government. 

Upon yemoval of the classified enclosure, this Letter 
of transmittal becomes unclassified. 

ὭΣ tf Sincerely yours, i iO “42 oa μ᾿ “ly LS a 4 | 

ἠδ i 

a Re ἣν fail δ 1939 

Enelosure 
μ — — 

ΠΟΤΕ: Classified "Top-Serret" because unauthorized disclosuxve of 
i ey y/ this information could reveal the identity of the source (CG 5824-S*), 

' Priel who is of vontinuing yalue and such revelation cowid result in excep- 
. Belnont____ $4Onal Ly grave damace to the Nation. CG 5834.9% £8 referred to as 

Mohr 
a Gk Sseurees" in order to further protect the identity of this valuabie 
Copet__gource, .See CGairtel, 1/19/65 and mémo, Baumgardner to Sullivan, 

Sullivan —__—_ WES: pah 
Tavel 

Tele. Room 

Holmes 

Gandy F Bust. ROO 



ΕΟ ΑΒΕ ἘΤΟΒΤΤΟΝ AUTHORITY DERIVED ἘΡΌΪΙ: 
| FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION curne 

DATE Of-27-Z2012 PSP ΤΩΝ 

τ Φ = @ 
ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

» January 27, 1965 

_ caf BY LIAISON 
/ 
( OGole > | | 
SO Lee 1 - Mr. Belmont 

f ἥ ῷ δ ὃ τὰ 
Honorable Bill D. Moyers - Mr. Suilivan 
Special Agsistant to the President , 

fool ul Ja fea Joi Fad 

The White House = Mr. Wannali . 
Washington, DB. ¢, ~ Hr, Baumgardner } 

~ Mr, Shaw - ὮἪ 

Dear Hr. Moyers: rr ha] 
> x 

. mye 

Wy letter to you dated January 11, 1064, cacloned Ὁ. ἣν 
memorandum captioned "Status of the Editorial Commission Me Eo 
Scheduled te be Held in Moscow, Rusela, to Prepare for a Wordd- 
Wide Meeting of Communist Parties." riz ὃ 

᾿ —_ 
a == 

‘The enclosed memorandum, captioned as above, sets θυ ΤΕ ¢ 
additional information pertaining to the Rditorial Commission ‘74 
meeting and 1s belng brought to your attdértion as a matter of | 
possible interest to the President, a, ) 

Sa noel 
Because of the sensitive nature of our sources which τῷ 

have supplied reliable information in the past, the enclosed | 
% memorandum is classified “Pep-Seeret." This information is Qe 

_ «’ being furnished te the Acting Attorney General and other aN 
\ » unterested officials of the Government. Ἧ * 

Upon removal of the classified enclosure, this Letter δ: ἋΣ 

Joo-\42704~I5 (6 Ν Δι 

ἰδ βιουθῖν yours, κε ς ‘3 

x JAN 23 1955 N 

[2 a : 4 “τοὶ 5 coe ‘. 

ΤΩ πε a ats iy Ἴ 3 

bel Enclosure γἔ ΥΩ wa S Ν 

Mee NOTE: Classified “Tep—Seeret™ because unauthorized disclosure of 

‘BP—-SECRET , 

τοῖς. Seas a ¥ — } iy atl ie Ss , 
"6 woes 4965 TELETYPE UNIT t ᾿ | 



poe EATON AUTHORS 2 EhIVES eo -- 

DATE 

FRI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GO 

} " Me, ἃ, Waiter Yenriey “τ τ - 
-οὗ Assistant Attorney General O 

ι ̓  Ο 

a x 

OZ-15-E£012 

iif “TELOPE 
- Baumgardner 

1 - Thompson 

ROU Te iil 

uary 20, 1965 

Director, ἘΠῚ 

URED _ STATES FESTIVAL COMMITTEE 
RLD YOUTH FESTIVAL 

Ween 1965 0 τ -ο’τ-ο----. 

The following information was supplied by sources 
which have furnished reliable information in the past, 

The Communist Party ̓  USA, would like to organize 
a youth delegation composed of many leaders of the major 
civil rights, general youth and student organizations in 
the United States to attend the Youth Festival to be held 
in Algeria in 1965, Ef permission can be obtained from the 
Government. of Cuba, part of this delegation will visit Cuba 
on the return trip to the United States, The Party also 
feels it is desirable to have αὶ group from the United States 
delegation visit Vietnam to report to American youth on the 
“true nature” of the wat in South Vietnam and what they learn 
from the “Democratic Republic of Vietnan,* 

The Warxist-oriented youth organization, the 
W. £.-8, DuBois Clubs of America, formed under the sponsor— 
ship. of the Commmist Party, USA, in June, 1964, has been 
asked ‘to serve on the International Preparatory. Committee 
of the Youth Festival to be held in Algeria in 1965. The 
Commihist Party, USA, is opposed to this action since it 
feels a united frout-type group, the United States Festival 
Committee, which is soon to be announced publicly, should . 
receive this invitation in place of the DuBois Clibs or any 
other American organization, This position is taken by the 
Communist Party, USA, to preserve the broad united front 
character of the United States Festival Committee, The Party 
intends to have the DuBois Clubs play a leading role in this 6] 

ἰ Committee. REC 61 /bo- 2704/4 “ES 
| Because of the sensitive nature of our soupees;, we | 
A have classified this commnication "Lop -Seezet,' Coe panemems ἢ 
_ Tealson MAILED & ς 5 

Belmont ἊΝ Ν ΓΞ ΤᾺΝ 29 10, 

tem 00425091 JAN 25 1985 shee comer ἱ ‘ Casper * 1 . ae cy OWE sdb (5) OMALEBL ὦ SBE NOTE PAGE-2——= 

Feit | eS . ty at 

"Reem yo Broludea. . < {72 / cia 
Sullivan . € τς ΤΙ aut tig * Je - . 

feet \ we ἰουρονδδίης am | yO A a he . Tele, Régime Ξε {τ “Ὁ aes: sification : Ἢ ὥ 
᾿ Holme.) Μ ΠΝ na i963 renin —_—— " * ! E 

Gandy ΝΟΩΝΝΝ MAIL ROOM ELETYPE unit L_ 



Mr. J, Walter Yeagley 

NOTE: 

. Classified “Top—-Secret" because unauthorized disclosure 
of this information could reveal the identity of the source, who 
is of continuing value, and such revelation could result in 
exceptionally grave damage to the Nation, Source is NY 694.~S* 
who is referred to as “sources” to further protect his identity, 
See N¥Yairtel 12/31/64, captioned "Solo, IS = CC." This information 
has also been furnished to the State Department and CIA. 

TOP-SECRET 
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7 ani: J OPE! 
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εὦ Ε 
[κ᾿ Date: 1/26/65 

(Type in plaintext ar code) 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED | ee ES aS eee See 
(P riority) 

---.-.......................................- a - 

af TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ) ὴ race 

“Ay f Typ Fras : SAG, NEW YORK (100- 134637) ae : er" 

SUBJECT: sono.) " 
18-0 a 

On 1/26/65, there was received from the Soviets via 
radio a ciphered message containing the new 1965 schedule for 
radio transmissions with respect to days and hours of trans- 
mission. 

There is attached hereto for the Bureau and for 
Ghicago Xerox copies of the new schedule which has been prepared 
by the NYO and which contains, in addition to information 
already available concerning the 1965 schedule, the information 
referred to above with respect to days and hours of mana 

ἣν oa r 

x ΜΝ Lio (ae 
re ‘ Bureau (Enc. 1) (RM) Qe ates 

ὮΝ Ααἃ - ΕΒΙ Laboratory) (Enc. 1) aK 
L - Ghicago (134-46-Sub -B) (Enc. - 1) (aM RM) 
1 - ΝΥ 134-91 (INV) (41) -- 
1 - ΝΥ 100-134637 -{41) «ὦ _. | " 

το Ν ped T9407] HEL ig 
ACB :msb BO | 

(8) > Bowes 

Approve δε... Μ δὲ 

G5 FEB SUSE: ρα σαν 



a er tomato oe: 

| Month ‘Day ist Transmission end Transmission 3rd Transmission Cal 
EST Ge KG REST GMI Est GMP KG τ 

δοῦν, Mon. 8:30 1330 δ : . 
Thurs, 8. 1}}}7 Ϊ 13777 1268 

| Nov. Tues. 8:34 1334 3° 8: oi, 135 130 i 9: iT Uy 118 P 

Se 23. 8180 4496 Jag 0.21 
Dee. Wed. τοῦ 1306 126 i326 127 156 8 BS | 

Fri 8: 36 6 601 8:56 1356 12833 9:16 1.16 γχ15.1 Ὁ | 
: — 19 

| Jan, Tues 6:13 1313 1.818} 8:33 1333 1335 8:53 1353 12167. 1 ΜΕ 
Frit 6:0). 130) 172 8:2, 1324 13263 Osh 153} 12259 D 3 8 

‘Feb. Wed, ὃ: i. 1 8:51 1351 9:11 11 0 
Fri. 3 th 14526 B35 4330 1360) 8: 1 121.08 29} 

| Maron Mon. ἘΣ 1303 13779 B23 1323 ee 8:3. 1383 1195 Ved, 
᾿ Thurs, 8:22 1322 13883 B2h2 L342 1269 9302 1,02 ἘΠῚ 3 ὃ 6 x : 

3 ΚΝ 
Fri, 13582 21.37 625 P22 

OM 2 J 
. ΤΡ 2 

| 92 Uy 

| a8 ne T 
| JULy Wed. ὃς: :89 voly Wed. 189 1069 139 oP 8: ̓  1349 id $33 1:09 221351 θ ἢ 2 

Bure fae Mar hei ee 17131 Ta; Ot aes te abe oa eee 8 ee eee 
Thurs. : 1 ΤΙΣ 13543 31 428 12651 i" 1337 11160 -W3 2 

| Sept. Wed. 8:31 1531 i : 3 21 7 oF 
Fri ἢ 2 

7 
7 2 

9 

ἶ iE ᾿ 7 τρί, 

ΝΕ , . i ome 

᾿ Ὶ & ~ fm Ba Ἢ a . : r 

wa : an) : 1 ἐξ. cider v } A fo ys em το 3 br, che 

* β ~ ERO od a ERO ἃ ἐξ ie 
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“᾿ς GPTIONAL ρα αὶ 10 ες ποθισδ 
ΑΥ 1962 EDITION 
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 Toison 

a * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT eermont 

7 — Memor τ ee andum rowyEg IN ENVELOPE © 
TO : Mr. Conrad ee paTe: January 26, 1965 joven 

el sain 

ἜΠΟΣ SUBJECT ἔξ SOLO 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

Tavel 

: 
we] Trotter 

FROM : C. F, Downin Tele. Room 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 

confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications 

transmitted to him by radio. 

On 1/26/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 

radio station at Midland at which time a message, NR 438 GR 340, 

was intercepted. 5 | 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

For information, _ L 

#nclosures 

1 - Mr, Belmont 
1 - Mr, Conrad 
2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
1- Mr. Frank Aw De 
1 - Mr. Downing nt 

1 - Mr, Newpher . «Ὁ 

1 - Mr. Paddock JD 5. OS: 
se εγχοα -- 

με σα OPH Ol ἐς AP ge 
νὰ ΩΣ πἰὶ FEB 3 1965 (o> 

σαν , ΕΟ  Ἵ ε " 

ὯΝ» 
ΟΠ ΘΌΈΕΒ8. 1968 
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τ 398 PAGE ONE 

a | eT 
. . - 

1/26/65 
Φ ἘΝ 

Pp EE βϑρσεςσε στε ρθρτς 
a4 

NR iss or sco @ 

48308 89022 20214 00989 84844. 20216 86367 23875 13753 72305 

AB . 

76094 61597 59000 75531 92062 07930 81758 74501 84006 61891 

, 82394 67170 06862 45837 63324 75899 10500 19528 34161 24870 

78356 46426 386388 14647 15187 29963 89064 97546 35436 2343] 

AG418 45835 03028 84979 44938 36836 09222 07323 5ES06 99802 

9 7326-65 1039*00609"77453~805 49=-41761+82548-43526=37996=61185 ᾿ 

SQ689-6 15396345 1#4734 7= 11895 =-90865~40535=86 129-860 19~90594 

— $0572 3 53 662 «0782 8-56 152~ T1555——S0007"45171+9055 7 5 5 83.882 45 

8 455" 70959-9565 5=81725=T5990~~ 7435 1 6=09926= 706 43-98308= 49914 

14428~1856697183~ 17325-5035 60—~4A6035~ 1 70 72°22 52 4=53392-95776 

2448 4 B56 76~ 59538 "52655~ 7339 4 43529 ~63774~ 563542 -51839=585 11 

32096-2555 7~07662~ 7099 4+08081--05293= 18301-29074-05611-07882 

Z05 492~404 489 799659 15 17-39377=~ 716 79+26382~ 4895 1-2 8262-08254 

49 104-5060 7-85250= 8589 5.5.2 69} 82660842047 }~351690~8455 0-12 167 

$1195=442 12-96 795" 18120035 16-8292 75.} 7867-2952 7+ 4372 740323 

18756-8672 13 = 77235-6642 B= 49558-92659 7-4 1045~ 48640570 75-25964 

93380~61794~5 1637"01 589-035 10-842 88~ 42044525705 176650584 

456 18-5 1149-04200 18777=21842~-25062-04396+50559~3 7272-81692. 

374 74-54 712-0886 8=09019 -2 4205-881 19469809952 7-5 1039-62603 

§9398-84990= 11 746=83840-82687-=93379~26722-35866~9640 1-05 728 

29589-0415 8=49205-5 0850-3 1 874~-- 35 949-86 167-772 75-9 1414-30040 

TS039-45605— 79526-98584~59528~"4662 7-209 58 ~05020~848 12-2 1042 

6902~36207~5 195 1-28989-95196--83519=07654-37969-82861-52.450 
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PAGE TWO 

S§598"2705~ 01 80282°009ST<922 Ὁ 96375-86222-0852 757261 

4675 5~ 70677-2825 1 =75265~8 7855" 19902-6346 79411 3-475 17~96057 

2.715 Le01789*B4104=9804 72843861 046"85095+93801-90803-94495 

8785 7+9 1074~48623-3 1666-36805-~ 144 12188262896 4~-44789=88139 

35 660~ 74988~60085-55461~ 706 18-381 70- 75945-0818 4"48750-80260 

‘1686 t+ 8902 8+98756~ 792 68~49043= 719.89-85 125-362 12-96788-91925 

2770 3~15829+05902-54592~635 76-98 7898—t LO 1d~ 484225 1 90 "ὁ 55 

5 226 4—=33825~=16046=05 189-3765 lw Si 129*492 16-55 796-2 1754-66276 

STAS2=—19 140686 76" 1322 4-52 449—-94905~81 1 15-001 56-7550 l~ 1168} 

55 622-3465 1 11 75=19 133-6265 1-81 15 1=75003-72509~ 46667" 15477 

- fem re rrr Far en -ὰν ψα --- -- ene πὶ τ’ “eee 
aad π ε - ΠΗ - = 
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OPTIONAL FORA NO, 10 $o10-106 
MAY 1982 EDITION 
GSAYGEN, REG. NO. 27 | 6 

| sm "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENID ΟΤΤΤΙ͂ ΠΕΣ IN ENVELOP 

Memorandum il - Mr. DeLoach 
L=- Mr. Sullivan 

iz: τὸ ἅν, ἣν C. Sullivanl\i_o DATE: January 26, 1965 δέρας 
Tavel 

Trotter 
. B T ele. Room 

FROM ἢ, Εν, ὅς ΠΣ ie Wannail βοῖπος 
" Liaison 

Mr. Baumgardner Oo - | 
sume gor9 . 

ERNAL SECURITY -- COMMUNIST Mr. Shaw δ σεν" μὲ με fal bel fol [τἀ 

- 

My memorandum of 1/11/65 set forth information obtained by 
CG 5824-S* while in the Soviet Union on Solo Mission 17. You will 
recall that informant held discussions with leading members of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) relative to the status of 
the Editoriai Commission meeting scheduled to be held on 3/1/65, in 
Moscow, Russia, to prepare for a world-wide meeting of communist 
parties in an effort to achieve unity in the international communist 
movement, CG 5824-S* learned that 17 of the 26 communist parties 
invited by the CPSU to attend the Editorial Commission meeting had 
accepted the invitation and the Soviets were making an effort to 
convince other fraternal parties that they should also attend the 
meeting. This information was furnished to the White House, Secretary 
of State, Director of Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and Acting 
Attorney General, 

CG 5824~8* has furnished the following additional informa~ 
tion pertaining to this matter... 

. There is a "slight chance" according to CPSU leaders that 
the Editorial Commission meeting may be postponed. This is due to 
the reaction of Cuban Premier Fidel Castro and the Latin-American 
communist parties which favor that additional efforts be made to ἦ 
placate the Communist Party of China. mes 

The leadership of the CPSU has indicated that the objective, 
of the Editorial Commission meeting will be to promote unity in the 
world communist movement, and that the first sessions will be devoted 
to the manner of conducting the meeting and determining what subject 
matter will be discussed. The purpose of this action will be to give 
the communist parties an opportunity to solve their problems, that is, 
the problems of international unity within the international communist 
movement 4 τσ ------ 

mayer μεν τ rt 
COPY SENT TO BM wus aad 

1 

RECOMMENDATION: | 
Attached for approval are appropriate letters to the White 

House, the Secretary of State, Director of CIA, and the Acting Attorney 
General incorporating the latest information supplied Ag eth Ss GY 
relative to the Editorial Commission meeting, ἢ OC/AHLS04/ — toe} 

ete Hesepah 7, AR are) εἰ S FEB 8. 1965 0» é A Ἂὰ Ἶ ᾿ [ 

Eb 8. 1} 69 / OY ' pV \ G ( comet trae 
Ae 4-27. {ε΄ 



st RECLASSTETORTTON AUTHORITY DERIVED BZRoMs. 
AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

“i - Mr. Baungardner 

i: ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
pt 

nae January 27, 1965 
PY 

, = - | ΜΕ Ο, ὺ _ BY LIATSON 

nn nal ~ Hr, Belmont 
~ Me. Sullivan 

Honorable John A. MeCone ~ nae ieee 
Director ὃ ' | ) A — Liaison 
Central Intelligence Agency # 0 Ὁ πΐ 
Washington, Ὁ, Ὅς 1 - Mr, Shaw δὰ = 

Ξ- 5 
Dear Mr. Μοῦὔρπδει: Ma 

1.1} 

ΝΕ a | | me, © Uy letter to you dated Jauuory 11, 1055, cicloscl 8 5 3g 
memorandum captioned "Status of the Editorial Commission Meetihe τς 
Scheduled to be Heid in Moscow, Russia, to Prepare for a World-2 = 
Wide Méeting of Communist Parties," a © x) 

. The enchosed memorandum, captioned as above, sets forth _ 
additional information pertaining to the Editorial Conmission iD 
neeting. 

aw, 

Because of thé sensitive unture of cur sources which ¢.~—../ 
have supplied reliable information in ‘the past, the enclosed 
nemovandum 18 classified "Tex-fecret." This information is. 
being furnished to other intérésted Officials of the Government. 

Upon removal of the claseified enclosure, thid letter 
of tronsmlital becomes wnelassified. 

“ ζ,).- ἰ, )
 ει ς {ἢ 4 Γ΄ go 

gincer iy ΟΥ
̓ΡᾺ Δ ἘΠΕ τ} - Lf SEE 

S σὺ 8. 1965 
1%, ’ tf mace sy 

“fe ak . 

Enclogure } 

-~ Ὁ Ὁ “yore: . Glassified "fop—-Secret” because unauthorized disclosure of 
ron ὙΕΙ͂ inforniation could reveal the identity of the source (CG 5824-8*) 
Bemont___ ὙΠῸ 28: Of continuing value and such revelation coud result in excep-_ 
Mott tionally grave. damage to the Nation. CG 5824-S* is referred to as 
Casper ___Vsourees" th order to further protect the identity of this valuable 
Coy source. Bee CGairtel 1/19/65 and memo, Baumggrdner to Sullivan, 
rer 1/26/65, both.captioned "Solo, I8 ~ C." 

_ Sites —— 200-48 200% 
ave 

Tiotter * 

5 ERB 1965 Ὁ TOP-SEERE? an pf ἢ 
Gandy (Q)uan foouL_] reveryee ὑνιτ [1 Af | 



ἀ oPTiONAL FoRM NO. 10 1 

| UNITED STATES re, arin » OPE ἘΤΡῚ 
| ROUTE IN UNvas 

Memorandum υ ᾽ν 

τὸ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 1/28/65 

gw” "© Sac, NEW YORK (100-134637) τγῇ } | 

sunffor Ως " RY ae 
Ν SOLO INR ἐπ 

j 

ΡΟΝ NY 694~S* advised that he had received mi 
from TIM/BUCK, Chairman emeritus of the CP of Canada, a letter τι 
dated 1/1/65. ‘The informant advised that the said ‘Letter be 
arrived while he was in Puerto Rico, ὔ 

ul 
wy 

ἃ Photestat of BUCK's letter is being furnished here- ls. 
with to the Bureau and the Chicago Office. The Chicago Office | 

i 
is requested to make the information contained therein available 
to CG 5824-S%, 

NY 694-S* stated that in the beginning of the letter ον 
BUCK makes reference to having received a note from the CPUSA 7 
reflecting that he should not retire. NY 694-$* stated that ᾿ 
BUCK apparently was confused with respect to the meaning of the 
word "retire," believing that it was being suggested that he be 
an active candidate for the secretaryship of the Canadian CP, 
The intention of the CPUSA had been merely to suggest that BUCK 
should not retire as Chairman emeritus of the Canadian CP, 

NY 694-S* advised that the notation appearing on the 
top ΟΣ the above-mentioned letter, signed "B,” is an instruction 
from BESS MASCOLO, BUCK's paramour, who mailed the letter for 

- BUCK,: that any reply thereto be sent to BUCK in care of MASCOLO, 
who resides at 18 Ravina Crescent, Toronto. 

“ ἜΝ 

4 “ ES Ota 

' .2"- Bureau (Encl. CR ca 
“L - Chicago (134-46 Sub B) (Encl, 1) (AM RM) 
1 ~- ΝΥ 134-91 Inv) (41) 
1 - NY 100-134637 ay ( - το /2 O- 4 28 ΕΝ η΄ -- 5 6 6 

fix: Rie 200 as 

ACB: mfd 
ΝΣ 

G) 
. 

G5 FEB 9 [98ὲ 
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UH BRUTHORITY DRETYED FRO: 

PATE ΤΕ 

oP ys 0 1Ὲ IN ENVELOPE 
(57 νου ρον δ. | 

BY LIAISON 

Bates January 12, 2065 

To: Director 1 = Liaison 
Bureau of Intebiirence and ἢ ah 1. Mr. R. Putnam 
Departuent of State / ̓

 SAC sae 
FLOM? John, Rdgay Hoover, Direator ~ " ( fr ne ell 

ne 

Subject: SOVIPT VISA PROCEDUDES μὰ ' δι, a 
INTERNAL, SRCURTTY ~ ΤῈ A Νὴ 

following was. supplied by ἃ soureo which hac 
Suxnished peilakie deformation in the past. 

a December, 1064, it was iearted that individuats 
traveling te the Soviet Talon will ne tonrer receive a visn 
stamp in their passports. Inetead of the stamp, 2 traveler 
to the Soviet Union will receive a “loose leaf" visa on δὶ 
special plece of paper whitch will be picked up when the 
traveler departs frou the Soviet Union. ks a resutt, it 
will no ionper be possthie to determine εν am dnedavidual 
host been Aa. the Soviet Union by chocking his passport. 

ecausge of the sensitive nnture of our source, wo 
ave ‘claasi fied ‘this information ΠΟ Ξε σοῦ οἷ 

““ 
4 Director BY ΣΕΔΥΒΟΙΣ ᾿ 

. Sentral Intelligence Agency ae 
ἐξ ra 

Attention: Deputy Directox, Plans ~77 ¢ ot 'é nig fOr “7 

_ 

€ + 
- ἧς 

—_ 

NOTE: Classified "Lop-Seeret" since “auth coy ceuorouve 
of this information could reveal the identity of the source, who is 
of*gontinuing value, and such revelation could result in exception- 
ally grave damage to the Nation. Source is CG 5824-88 who obtained 
_this'data while on Selo Mission 17. See CGairtel 1/6/65, captioned 

Tolson 50 is - 
Belmont —___-_. 
Mohr Ὁ εἰς 

DeLoach = eater a RB: pepe et) 

Rosen 

.- 2 
4 

KSclassification 
᾿». 

απ ἢ γι πὶ ἄπ] | G Ba ΓΕ ἽΝ ΝΣ TELETYPE UNIT 



ROUTE IN ἩΜΈΙΟΡΕ ,͵:ὖ. --. 
ποτ γι ἢν Gs Shaw 

SAC, Chicago (2100-42324) 1/28/68 

i Director, FST (L0G-442529) 

CIRW 

 ~Reuvaixvtet 1/12/65, “SOL, IS ~ ¢,"* your Fite 
234-46-Sub 8, which forwarded 2 statement furcis by 
OG S8285* 12/51/64. mene Zurnished by 

i i a, E : ξ ὃ 8 ᾷ 
movement und (2) work ἀπ the South? low much oF the 
work in the South wilt be pertaining to Necroes? 

, The above dete fe deaired so that the tureau 
nay better evaluate the euphasis being placed by the — 
CPUSA on racial, matters generally. Bisco iby he 

soousvanod omy 
εὐ ad νι 

ὯΝ 

be, 

NOTE: -ἰ 
ere 

. | Above réfers to. the recent request by the CPUSA > 
of the Soviets fox approxinately a miliion and one half 
dollars anid the commitment made by the Soviets to give 
the CPUSA one million dollars for 1965 operations. ἣν 

10-1 4280U~ 
η NOT RECORDED 

: 123 JAN 28 ιϑῦδ 
{ 
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Transmit the following in 

ὃ Y 
FLD-36 (Fiev. §-22-64) @ 

es =| 
ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

Date: 2/2/65 

(Type in plaintext or code) 

AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL Ι 
(Priority) | 

-- - -- ss = 

Approved: ATO Sent eM Per 

ART 

ie 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

wee eee eee a -- 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) Lille tie b () 

Kehoe? ὅτις 
Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 

and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's state- 
ment entitled, "Contacts Between the Communist Party, USA an 
the Communist Party of-Canada on Matters of Mutual Concern, 
January, 1965." . τὸ 

The information appearing in the enclosed informant's 
statement was furnished by CG 5824-5*, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, to SA WALTER A. BOYLE on 
1/25/65. 1 

The information in the enclosed informant’s statement |” Ν 
was obtained by the source during the period 1/22-24/65 in 
discussions in Toronto, Canada, with WILLIAM KASHTAN, recently 
elected General Secretary of the CP of Canada, and NORMAN FREED 
a member of the National Committee of the CP of Canada and 
official representative of the CP of Canada to the “World 
Marxist Review." 
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The information in the enclosed infornmant's statement 
will be disseminated to appropriate offices under separate 
caption accompanied by appropriate cautionary statements. 
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CONTACTS BETWEEN THE COMEUNIST PARTY, USA AND 
THE COMMUNIST PANTY OF CANADA ON KATTERS OF 
KUTUAL CONCERN, JANUARY, 1965 

During late January, 1955, Gus\Hall, General Secre- 
tary, Conmunist Party, USA (CP, USA), received a report con- 
cerning sone tatters which he had instructed Fe taken up with 
the Communist Party (OP} of Canada leadershis. The first 
matter concerned the continuation of negotiations keing carried 
on by a representative o£ the CP, USA to effect a shipnent of 
new printing presses for the CP, USA from the German Democratic 
Republic (GDR) to the CP os Canada who are to transship the 
presses to the CP, USA. Hall was advised that contuct hud been 
mca with representatives οὐ the UP ox Canada during the latter 
Oa Ae Toarienes TAGS ΣΝ be εμέ γι qi pose TAD MA PPS 

oquipment now keing used and also on order by the CP of Canada 
which would be the tyne of equipment the CP, USA desires <raonm 
the GDC. Further, the CP, USA representative wanted ta hnow 
the exact wanner in which arrangements must te made ior the 
acceptance of this equipment by t of Canada. It had been 
previously agreed by Hali that Eric/Bert and Carl“Yeichnan 
Will go to Canada for a further discussion of these*gatters 
with the ΟΡ οὗ Canada. |).5. 

Hall was informed that following prclininary discussions 
with the CP of Canada, they had advised that Bert and Leichuan, 
when they come te Canada, should go directly to the office of the 
“Canadian Tribune" whete the CP of Canada’s printing shop is 
lecated and contact Johna\Boyd, who is Editor of the paper, and 
(iirst nance unknown) Chopitirena, who is tke Manarer of the 
print shop. 

In connection with the detalis ox the importing of 
these machines, Hall was told that after discussions with the 
ΟΡ of Canada it is beginning to appear that things are a Littie 
nore conplicated than was originally anticipated. Canada imposes 
no ΣΑΣ on any article, goods, or machine that is not also 
produced in Cangda, but in the United States the tariif lass 
are difierent. This is why consideration has been given to 
importing the presses through Canada, but even that may prove 
to be too big an obstacle. There is an agency nancd Royal Seniih 
Corporation located in Manhattan, New York City, which is the 
ἀπὸ Gor the printing wachinery produced in the GDE and Cuscho- 
slovakia, and sold in North America. This agency has nothing ta 
éo with the CP nor with any people connected with the Party: they 
only reecive commissions for all the machinery they sell. It 
was suggested to Halli that it night be advisable for soucone frei 
the CP, USA to pay Royal Zenith Corporation a visit. and find eut 
What they iomnort and what the; sell, get exact prices iors equine 
ment delivered in Rev Yor: Clty, and in this vay clarizy the «hole 
LACtGE OF tarlax Laws. THGLOSURE yp, - 
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Anotnexs scatter discussed with the (>, USA by the 
CP o. Canada concerned a took published in Canada called, 
“Storn the Gates or Jericho,” by ον Feinberg. It is sort 
eo: a Giography which deais with “poace aad dexoeracy." Up 
to this tinue, 10, 000 copics of this kook have already beon 
soid in Canada but tice publishing Τάτ of Little, Brown and 
Company has turned Coun the publieation of this beok in the 
United States, The CP of Canada is considerinz the advis- 
ability οὐ taking up this question with sore publisher jn 
the United States whe is nore sympathetic ta detocracy such 
as Carl Harzani or Joseph Foner's publishing conpany. The 
Canadian sponsors would be willing to make an initial subsidy 
of $5,000 to a publisher who would undertake publication of 
tis Kook. 

Another το waleh Hall had instrectcod to talon 
mA τοῦ Π|Π thea Cavaddts > Resp wae Fs Tad bapa cea hie ay eee eta 

δας “Probleus of Peace and Socialis’ (also knorn as the 
"world Marxist Review") to furnish to the CP, UGA nayuent fer 
wapouses incurred in the nailing of copies of this: maganins 
to a selected list of colleges, universities, ete. This 
problea was discussed vith a represantative οὐ the “Vorld 
Marxist Reviey" in Canada who advised that there had been 
sone dealings on this natter with Phil frankfeld. Tho "viowld 
Marsnist Review’ representative had assured the representative 
of the Cp, USA that they will live up to thelr agreenents on 
this tiatter but the “World Marxist Review" desires that this 
matter be clarified. It was suggested to Hall tbat he chee! 
with Phil Frankfeld toa determine whether he ar any other 
persons invalved bad roceived any such rarrments or if a renuest 
for payment had heen forvarded to the “vYorld Marzist Revie.” 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the awe 
and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of a 
letterhead memorandum entitled, "'Problems of Peace and 
Socialism,' Also Known As ‘World Marxist Review,’ Prasue, 
Czechoslovakia." 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- , 
head memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 1/25/65 to SA Ζ 
WALTER A, BOYLE, - 

T enclosed letterhead memorandum has been classi- 
zica "Bae" since it contains information furnished by 
CG ~5* highly placed source furnishing information 

ton the highest level concerning the international communist 
movement. Unauthorized disclosure of the information contained 

therein wonld, by its nature, tend to identify C@ 5824-S* as 
the source, thereby jeopardizing the security oF this source 
and thus adversely affecting the national interest. 

The information appearing in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was obtained by CG 5824-S* during the course of 

AG discussions on 1/22-24/65 with NORMAN FREED, a member of the 
National Committee of the CP of Canada and official répresenta- 
tive of the CP of Canada to the “World Marxist Review." 
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in order to provide additional security to the 
source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
as having been made at washington, D. C. 
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In Reply, 

File No. 

DECLASEIFICATION (i 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Please Refer to Washington, D. C. 

February 1, 1965 

F PEACH AND SOCIALISM," ALSO 
WORLD MARXIST REVIEW," PRAGUE, 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

On January 25, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

It was learned from a member of the staff of 
"Problems of Peace and Socialism," also known as the "World 
Marxist Review," the official theoretical journal of the 
international communist movement, published in Prague, 
Czechoslovakia, that the “Warld Marxist Review" has a new 

~ditor-in-Chief named Eugene} rankov (phonetic). He is 
a Social Scientist and was Fo®eign Editor for five years 
of "Pravda," the official dailyyorgan of the Central 
Committee, Communist Party (CP) of the Soviet Union. ΑΔ. 
oboley will continue to work with Frankov in his former 

ἢ apacity as Executive Editor. The reason the position did 
nyt go to Sobolev is because he is not_a member of the 

_Central Committee of the CP of the Soviet Union while 
Bae aS it en 

On March 15, 1965, the "World Marxist Review" is 
calling a roundtable meeting in Prague, Czechoslovakia, of 
representatives of leading CPs to discuss the role of CPs 
in the highly developed capitalist countries. The "World 
Marxist Review" will pay the fare for at least one person 
coming to Prague, Czechoslovakia, especially to attend 
this roundtable meeting. Apparently the date of March 15 
was chosen by the "World Marxist Review'' to make it possible 
for those who come from great distances to also attend the 
"World Marxist Review meeting after participating in the 
March 1, 1965, meeting of the Preparatory Commission for 
a world conference of Communist and Workers Parties, which 
will be held in Moscow, USSR. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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τὸ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and for New York one copy of a letterhead 
memorandum entitled, "Position of Communist Party of Canada 
Regarding World Conference of Communist Parties, 1965," 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- is 
head memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 1/25/65 to ς ἐπ 
SA WALTER A. BOYLE. om 

Le 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
FRR Since it contains information furnished by CG 5824-5S%, 

a very ighly placed source furnishing information on the 
highest level concerning the international communist movement. 
Unauthorized disclosure of the information contained therein 
would, by its nature, tend to identify CG 5824-S* as the 
source, thereby jeopardizing the security of this source and 
thus adversely affecting thenational interest. 

The information contained in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was obtained by CG 5824-S¥* during the course of 
discussions on 1/22-24/65 with WILLIAM‘KASHTAN, General Secre- 
tary of the CP of Canada, and NORMAN FREED, a member of the 

oy On Gusts ee of the CP of Canada. 
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In order to provide additional security to the 
source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
as having been made at Washington, Ὁ, C. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

dn Reply, Please Refer to 
Washington, D. Ὁ, 

File No, 

January 29, 1965 

Pe 
POSITION OF COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA 
REGARDING WORLD CONFERENCE OF COMMUNIST 
PARTIES, 1965 

? 

On January 25, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

During the course of the meeting of the National 
Committee of the Communist Party (CP) of Canada, which was 
held in Toronto, Canada} january 16-19, 1965, a report 
entitled, "For the Unityyof the World Communist Movement" 
was delivered by Willia shtan, the newly elected General 
Secretary of the CP of Cay ada. The text of this repor 
was as follows: νου... 

1. Our Party has repeatedly supported the proposal 
for an international conference of Communist and Workers' 
Parties. Such a conference is necessary in the interests of 
the unity of the world movement, for the strengthening of the 
forces of socialism, and in the struggle against the imperialist 
policy of aggression. 

We therefore welcome the decision to convene 4 
meeting of the preparatory committee on March Ist, so that 
groundwork, the materials and agenda for such a conference 
could be adequately prepared. The National Committee welcomes, 
too, the request that Parties.state their views on the basic 
questions which need resolution, and instructs the National 
Executive Committee to outline the views of our Party and 
present them to the preparatory committee once it begins its 
work. 

oo sare 
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POSITION OF CP OF CANADA REGARDING See 
WORLD CONFERENCE OF COMMUNIST PARTIES, 
1965 

2. In our opinion the preparatory committee 
ought to be guided by the fundamental line and theses of 
the documents adopted by the Conference of Parties in 1957 
and 1960 which have, in the main, been fully corroborated 
by events and should continue to be the basic guide line 
for the world communist movement. At the same time events 
Since 1960 emphasize the need for an examination of what 
has changed in the world situation and what conclusions 
need to be drawn from these changes with regard to strategy 
and tactics, so as to facilitate the further development 
of the revolutionary processes throughout the world. 

The National Committee believes, too, that there 
is need for more intensive study on questions such as: 
the varied paths to socialism, their unity in diversity; 
the world socialist system and the new stage of the national 
struggle for independence, as well as the relationship of 
the struggle for peaceful coexistence to the struggle for 
socialism; problems of the working class movement in the 
highly déveloped capitalist countries; the socialist states 
and socialist democracy. 

Involved in all these questions is the necessity 
to deepen understanding of the relationship between proletarian 
internationalism and of the defense of national interests. 

This meeting of the National Committee therefore 
instructs the National Executive Committee to initiate a study 
of these questions in preparation for the presentation of our 
views to the preparatory committee and to consider the 
advisability of a National Committee discussion on these 
matters at a later date. 

3. The National Committee firmly believes that if 
all Parties are guided by the basic documents of the world 
communist movement, by creative Marxism-Leninism and proletarian 
internationalism, the path to unity will be found. We realize 
that the restoration of the unity of the world communist move- 
ment will require patient, persevering work and persistent 
struggle. In our opinion, the process of restoring the unity 
of the world movement would be helped were agreements reached 
on ceasing public polemics while the preparatory committee 
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POSITION OF CP OF CANADA REGARDING Dee 
WORLD CONFERENCE OF COMMUNIST PARTIES, 
1965 

conducts its work. But if this is not possible, we urge 
that polemics be divested of personalities and invective 
and deal with the basic issues which need resolution. 

Such an approach presupposes an end to splitting 
and interference in the internal affairs of fraternal 
Parties with its consequent harmful resuits both to the 
world movement and to the struggle for peace, democracy, 
independence and socialism. It presupposes, too, a desire 
for unity and opposition to the formation of splinter groups 
on a national and international scale, For our part, we 
shall continue our efforts to isolate and defeat all those 
who seek to split our ranks, both nationally and interna- 
tionally. 

4, In expressing these views, the National Conm- 
mittee believes there is need to seek out those points of 

agreement around which the process of restoring unity can 
be advanced, taking time to resolve differences and being 
always guided by the need to establish a common front against 
imperialism. 

The complex international situation and develop- 
ments in various parts of the world make concerted action 
of the world communist movement and of the socialist states 
an absolute necessity to beat back and defeat the aggressive 

actions of U.5. imperialism and other reactionary forces, 
be it in Southeast Asia, in Africa and in the direction of 
spreading nuclear weapons to West Germany and elsewhere. 
Thus, while it may take time to come to agreement on those 
ideological questions which have divided the world movement, 
no time ought to be lost in achieving concerted action, on 
a firm class basis, so as to strengthen the world-wide movement 
against imperialism, colonialism and neo-colonialisn. 

It is the hope of the National Committee that existing 
difficulties and differences will be overcome, step by step, 
through comradely discussion in line with the principles of 
relations between fraternal Parties and on the basis of Marxism- 
Leninism and proletarian internationalism, thereby creating the 
conditions for restoring the unity of the world communist move- 
ment. 

~3- DG 
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We shall do everything in our power to help bring 
this about. 

5. The National Committee is of the opinion that 
all Parties which participated in the 1957 and 1960 Conferences 
should be invited to attend the international conference when 
it is convened, In addition to that, Marxist~Leninist Parties 
which were formed in those countries where no Parties existed 

at the time of the 1960 Conference should also be invited to 
attend, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and for New York one copy of a letterhead 
memorandum entitled, "Draft Resolution of the National 
Committee, Communist Party of Canada, January, 1965." 

The information appearing in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 1/25/65 to SA WALTER 
A. BOYLE, 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
rei since it contains information furnished by CG 5824-5S*, 

a very™bighly placed source furnishing information on the 
highest level concerning the international communist movement. 
Unauthorized disclosure of the information contained therein 
would, by its nature, tend to identify CG 5824-S* as the 
source, thereby jeopardizing the security. of this source and 
thus adversely affecting the national interest. 
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The information contained in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was obtained by CG 5824-S* during the course of 
discussions on 1/22-24/65 with WILLIAM KASHTAN, General 
Secretary of the CP of Canada, and NORMAN FREED, a member of 
the “Vook & ies of the CP of Canada. δ᾽ / 
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In order to provide additional security to the 
source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
as having been made at ‘vashingeton, Ὁ. C, 

to 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D. Ὁ, 
File No. 

January 29, 1965 

DRAFT RESOLUTION OF THE NATIONAL 
COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST PARTY ΟΕ CANADA, 
JANUARY, 1965 

On January 25, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

A meeting of the National Committee of the Com- 
munist Party (CP) of Canada was held in Toronto, Canada, 
during the period January 16-19, 1965. Resulting from 
the reports and discussions of this meeting, the National. 
Committee adopted the following draft resolution: 

1. This National Committee meeting endorses the 
report of the National Executive Committee and instructs it 
to select from the report those questions and issues around 
which to develop mass campaigning in the immediate period 
ahead and relating them to the possibility of a Federal 
election this year. 

2. It instructs the National Executive Committee 
to proceed with discussions with Provincial Committees 
regarding Party nominations in accord with our electoral 
policy. 

3. In endorsing the report, the National Com- 
mittee lays particular stress on the necessity for a 
systematic effort by the whole Party to win readers for 
the Canadian Tribune, Pacific Tribune and Combat, and 
new members for the Party, and. instructs the National 
Executive Committee in consultation with Provincial Com-~ 
mittees, to work out ways and means of implementing these 
objectives, 
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DRAFT RESOLUTION OF THE NATIONAL 5 
COMMITTEE, CP OF CANADA, JANUARY, 
1965 

4, The National Committee instructs the National 
Executive Committee, on the basis of the discussions started 
by the June National Committee meeting, to review the results 
of these discussions and to bring in its recommendations to 
a later National Committee meeting. 

5. The National Committee endorses the decision 

of the National Executive Committee to undertake the organi- 
zation of a national school in 1965. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and for New York one copy of a letterhead 
memorandum entitled, "Motions on Youth, Meeting of the 
National Committee, Communist Party of Canada, January 16- 
19, 1965, Toronto, Canada." 

The information set forth in the enclosed letter- / 
head memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-8* on 1/25/65 to _2 
SA WALTER A. BOYLE. aN 

Ths enclosed letterhead memorandum has been classi- 
seq Doel" since it contains information furnished by 
CG 5624-S*,“a very highly placed source furnishing information 
on the highest level concerning the international communist 
movement. Unauthorized disclosure of the information contained 
therein would, by its nature, tend to identify CG 5824-S* as 
the source, thereby jeopardizing the security of this source 
and thus adversely affecting the national interest. 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was obtained by CG 5824-S* during the period 
of 1/22-24/65 in discussions with WILLIAM KASHTAN, General 
Secretary of the CP of Janada, and NORMAN FREED, a member of 
the Vk τον Committe Cae CP of Canada. 
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In order to provide additional security to the 
source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
as having been made at Washington, D. C. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὁ, C. 
File No, 

January 29, 1965 

MOTIONS ON YOUTH, MEETING OF THE 
NATIONAL COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF CANADA, JANUARY 16-19, 
1965, TORONTO, CANADA 

On January 25, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

During the course of a meeting of the National 
Committee, Communist Party (CP) of Canada, which was held 
January 16-19, 1965, in Toronto, Canada, a report was pre- 
sented and a number of motions relating to youth work were 
adopted. The following is the text of the report and 
motions: 

The following motions flow from discussions held 
in the NEC (National Executive Committee) concerning the 
memo on youth work which was presented and tabled at the 
last meeting of the National Committee. The discussion at 
this time is complicated and made more difficult because 
of the virtual elimination of the National Office of the 
YCL (Young Communist League) during the period between 
plenums, While this fact makes more difficult our discussion 
at this time, it also underlines the necessity of coming to 
grips with this field of activity, of developing a perspective 
and to begin moving on a predetermined course. 

It is necessary at the outset to remind the committee 
as to where the youth memo stands at present in the discussion. 
The following is point 10 of a letter to the membership from 
number 2 of Viewpoint: 

"10. A memorandum prepared by the national office 
had been circulated to the National Committee prior to its 
dune meeting, in which a number of steps were proposed to 

JOOAQIOIU + § 
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MOTIONS ON YOUTH, MEETING OF THE 
NATIONAL COMMITTEE, CP OF CANADA, 
JANUARY 16-19, 1965, TORONTO, 
CANADA 

“establish firmly the principle of Party responsibility 
for work among young Canadians. The memorandum was not 
adopted by the National Committee but referred to further 
discussion and a future meeting inasmuch as it made pro- 
posais with respect to the YCL that required this dis- 
cussion. However, steps which have been taken by the NEC 
to appoint a national party youth secretary, and a party 
youth director in the Metro Toronto area, were approved, 
as well as plans to publish a paper for young Canadians 
later this year. In the discussion, descriptions were 
given of experiences in Toronto and Edmonton of party clubs 
of young people which have been set up since the 18th 
Convention. In each case a number of positive achievements 
were registered and some of the prospects for work by the 
party in the youth community were outlined. Some speakers 
in the discussion were not generally in favor of 'youth 
clubs' of the party although they agreed that the experiences 
in Toronto and Edmonton Gould be regarded as valuable experi- 
ments. National Committee members from French Canada 
emphasized that they needed the YCL and that it should be 
retained as a local organization even if the national YCL 
organization were to be abandoned, as the memorandum on 
youth work suggests. (The memorandum lays great stress on 
the existence of youth groups in the localities, for which 
the local party would take responsibility. )" 

Progress has been made in developing the magazine, 
an advance flyer has been produced and well received through- 
out the country, and the first issue is now well under way. 

l. This meeting of the National Committee, having 
considered the need to decisively strengthen work among 
young people, reiterates again that work among youth is a 
direct political responsibility of the Party. This should 
guide the work of all Party organizations. Furthermore it 
expresses agreement with the proposal to abandon for now 
the YCL as an integrated national organization, and that 
our concentration should be focused on local groups of young 
people as the circumstances make possible in each area. 
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2. The National Committee expresses the view 
that there is need for further clarity and perspective with 
respect to forms of organization best suited to attract 
young people to socialist ideas. Experience so far would 
indicate the need for flexibility. In some places, YCL 
groups function, in others different types of youth organi- 
zations as well as teenage discussion groups have come into 
being. In still others Party clubs composed of young people 
have been established. Out of the development of these and 

other diverse forms of activity and practice the groundwork 
will be laid for the formation at a later stage of an all 
Canada youth organization. 

3. To strengthen work in the youth field at this 
time, and to bring together all facets of this sphere of 
activity, party youth committees should be set up in the 
main centres, to work closely with the National Youth 
Committee of the Party. The task of these committees should 
be to develop appropriate forms of youth activity, such as 
teenage groups, campus clubs and other forms. The Party 
youth director should be considered as a CP spokesman in the 
youth field. 

4, Such youth committees should in the main be 
composed of younger comrades actively engaged in various 
facets of youth work, These committees should also maintain 
and develop liaison with other youth groupings and crganiza~ 
tions, and as CP spokesmen in the youth field. Provision 
should also be made for national and regional conferences, 
meetings and seminars on policy matters relating to youth 
questions as the need arises. 

5. The National Committee calls upon the Party to 
give full support to Scan now being launched and will press 
throughout the country to win readers for it among young people 
and to build up supporting committees to spread its circulation. 
We should see the success of Sean as a decisive step in bringing 
our ideas to young Canadians as well as providing a forum of 
opinion for questioning young people. In the long term the 
success of Scan can ensure a cohesive force in our efforts to 
weld a Canada-wide youth movement. 
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6. The National Committee taking account of 
the specific problems, and developments among university 
students, proposes that a coordinating committee be 
established at the national centre to develop work and 
policy among communists on different university campuses. 
This committee shall be responsible for the production 
of a newsletter on university questions, as well as other 
forms of communication. 

7. The National Committee registers a criticism 
of itself to the NEC for indecisiveness and slowness in dis- 
cussing and working out Party youth policy which led to a 
disorientation among the comrades directly involved in this 
work, and which resulted in the virtual liquidation of the 
National leadership of the YCL (Young Communist League). 

8. Bearing in mind the complex problems facing 
young people which will become accentuated with the advance 
of automation and technological change, the NC (National 
Committee) proposes that a program of public actions be 
undertaken around the issues of education, training, leisure 
and job opportunities for youth, and that particular atten- 
tion be paid to making them issues for the entire labor 
and democratic movement with the objective of pressing 
for appropriate legislative measures at ali levels of govern- 
ment. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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> 

On January 25, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

A meeting of the National Committee of the Conm- 
munist Party (CP) of Canada was held in Toronto, Canada, 
during the period January 16-19, 1965. Among the matters 
to be taken up by this meeting was the selection of a new 
leader of the CP of Canada to succeed Leslie Morris, the 
recently deceased General Secretary of the CP of Canada. 

Prior to the meeting of the National Committee, 
tha,members of the National Executive Committee gathered, 
Tim\Buck, Chairman of the CP of Canada, immediately opened 

jth an attack to the effect that "the time has come for 
somebydy to take over this Party." What really had to be 

» according to the procedures of the CP of Canada, 
was who was going to be the General Secretary, and the 
"national leader” of this Party. The national leader is 
not only a secretary or chairman, but also eir parlia- 
mentary leader or chief spokesman, Willian(Kashtan, a 
menher_of the National Executive Committee nd, Organizational 
Secretary of the CP of ¢ Canada wanted the matter of "national 
leader" to be deferred but Tim Buck insisted that Nigel 
Morgan, National Committee member from British Columbia, 
should be that person. Buck fought Kashtan on this almost 
to the end of the meeting, but finally agreed that Kashtan, 
who was the unanimous choice of the National Committee, 
should combine both, that is, the job of General Secretary 
and that of "national leader," 

es | ENCT.OSTTIRE 
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Buck, in his arguments, also suggested that a 
special convention of the CP of Canada should be called 
to elect the new leadership. The National Executive 
Committee rejected this suggestion because they did not 
think there was that kind of crisis in the Party requiring 
a convention. They also thought this would be playing 
into the hands of the pro-Chinese leftists who have been 

a convention. Finally, the National Executive 
Commitpee, after unanimously electing Kashtan, coopted p 

j Nige]/~Morgan to the National Executive 2 Committee and 
sug¢dsted that he move to Toronto from British Colurbta—; -- - 
where he resides and is District Organizer. Morgan has ( 
to settle a number of personal problems including one of ἢ a 
a mentally retarded youngster, and they believe he will 
come to the National Office in three to four months and 7" 
then he will be appointed to the position of Legislative 
secretary. 

Some of the leadership, in discussing the reasons 
for the unanimity of the National Committee's actions, 
expressed the opinion that some thought there was "outside" 
interference by some European Parties in the socialist 
camp in the proceedings of the National Committee using Buck 
as the instrument. Kashtan did not agree with this analysis 
and was heard to comment to the effect that "it is possible 
that somebody in ‘the diplomatic corps in Ottawa might have 
made some suggestions about the Party in Canada being in 
a ‘orisis’ and this is how Tim (Buck) interpreted the desire 
that he 'take over,'" 

There were differences on a number of other questions 
which, according to the present leadership, were voiced by 
Buck although unanimously rejected by the National Committee. 
There was the problem of broader participation in united 
fronts and critical support to the National Democratic Party. 
Also there were differences on the question of how to get 
the Party to fight for daily demands or "reforms." Some of 
the National Committee members, particularly from.British 
Columbia, because of pressure from the new group calling itself 
the Progressive Party, characterized the fight for reforms 
or critical support to the National Democratic Party as 
revisionism, Reportedly, Buck also expressed such sentiments, 
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Another problem that resulted in discussion was 
the liquidation of the Young Communist League (YCL) because 
Lit had become a narrow group without any functions and 
stood in the way of the mobilization of the youth. The 
National Committee decided to participate in the broad 
youth movement instead of possibly forming a non-Marxist 
youth federation or movement. In the meantime, they are 
going to publish a magazine called "Sean." They are also 
going to work in the universities setting up wherever 
possible socialist clubs. Wherever it is also feasible 
to preserve their youth for the Party, they will set up 
communist clubs. Actually, according to them, the YCL was 
the CP made up of a few youth. In Quebec, however, they 
will retain the YCL because it is making progress, is 
involved in a number of united fronts, and is competing 
with the narrow nationalist groups while forming united 
fronts with some other groups fighting for the national 
identity of the French Canadians, In Quebec, they have 

an entirely different situation than anywhere else. There 
they found to their amazement that someone was publishing 
a "Marxist" magazine in the French language with a circula- 
tion of 4,000. Since they could not ignore such a situation, 
they pursued a different approach in Quebec. 

According to leaders of the CP of Canada, the 
meeting of the National Committee made clear that the big 
probiem of the CP of Canada is a lack of progress on the 
part of the Party organization. They are rooted in the 
trade unions and in a number of unions they have a great 
deal of influence and even leadership, especially in the 
United Auto Workers, In the last aldermanic elections in 
Some areas they gathered quite a sizeable vote but the Party 
is not making any headway and the "Canadian Tribune" is not 
making any headway either, but on the contrary is now losing 
circulation. 

In the end when Buck saw the unanimity of the rest 
of the leadership, he had stricken from the record his opposi- 
tion and agreed to adopt and record all the motions and reso-~ 
lutions unanimously. The report of the National Executive 
Committee, although delivered by Buck before the National 
Committee, was a collective product. In essence there were 
no disagreements on policy. 
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During the course of the meeting of the National 
Executive Committee, prior to the National Committee meeting, 
a motion was passed but not publicly announced condemning 
any tendency or efforts to liquidate the magazine "Problems 
of Peace and Socialism," also known as the "World Marxist 
Review," the official theoretical journal of the international 
communist movement, published in Prague, Czechoslovakia. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 

of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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